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The Bible series:

{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}

Stunning scholarship combined with a powerful evangelistic message in every lesson.
I am using them as a segue into the Gospel with those within academia – very
effectively!
Warendorf, Germany

The Acts messages are providing blessings beyond my ability to express.
{Acts – A Spiritual Travelogue of Personal Portraits}
Thank you so much.
Canterbury, England

Wonderful messages.
Fundamentally changing my life.
Iceland

Thoroughly enjoy the “Acts” (series).
I had not heard of it prior.
Iceland

I am so pleased to find this scholarly treatise on the Bible mss {manuscripts}.
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
Flawless and presented in a most appealing manner.
The spiritual insight was captivating
Soest, Germany

好消息
Chinese for : Good News
China

I wish that I could stop the listening.
I can not.
Jordan

Many gratefuls to you.
You directed my steps to Jesus whom is my Savior!
Iceland

Thrilled to have the Bible origin series available.

Best ever.

{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
Enticing to many who otherwise have no interest
Bonn, Germany

Thank you and profound gratitude for the Bible manuscript series.
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
I have used it extensively with my colleagues.
Berlin, Germany

Marvel to listen to new history
Learned much of God
Beijing, China

So captivating by to know truthful of Jesus
Mataram, Indonesia

Merci, je n’y avait même pas pensé. Fameux!
French for: Thank you, I have never even thought of these things. Fabulous!
Altpolla, Austria

Merci pour votre article qui m\'aide à y voir plus claire.
French for:
Thank you for your message that helps me to see things more clearly.
Bradnop, Stafforshire, England

The Bible origin series is tremendous. I have used it successfully as a means of
witnessing.
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
It is effective because of the high level of scholarship –
and above all the spiritual content of every study.
Were 2 lessons not posted?

I'm sure those are also goldmines.

Bonn, Germany

Praise to Lord Almighty.
I listen intently to your words breathed by Lord Almighty.
Having been delivered from witch doctor and the Satan
Power of Jesus
Nigeria

El Mensajes es extremadamente fascinating.
Spanish for: The messages are extremely fascinating.
Szczecin, Poland

Bless
China

So exciting to see a new lesson.
Acts #8 Signs & Wonders -- the Second Persecution leads to Blessing
Leaders knowingly choose Hell
for a few brief moments of glory in this Life
I have learned so much of the Bible and Jesus. I’d not known much heretofore.
Iceland

Best day of my life when I found this website and found Jesus!
Iceland

Every new lesson I think is the best
Iceland

Thank you and thank you.
I have a new life!
Iceland

Happiest day of my life to encounter this place
Iceland

Extremely intellectually stimulating study of the New Testament mss.
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
Spiritually engaging as well
Oldenburg, Germany

Gratitudes to you for introduction to Jesus
Iceland

I had been aware of the word “saved”, but I did not know what it meant.
Now I do because I am!
Iceland

Best Bible manuscript presentation I’ve ever found
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
Duisburg, Germany

Thank you for excellent history.

{History of the World #s 1-11}

Now we know from where we have come!
Iceland

Wonderful - marvelous!
Iceland

Superb presentation of the Bible origin.

{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}

Lübeck, Germany

Thank you. Our group is always excited to see a new lesson.
Iceland

Best ever.
Thank you
Mönchengladbach, Germany

Every lesson a delight
Iceland

Outstanding Bible origin messages led me to the history of the world.
Absolute masterpiece
Frankfurt, Germany

Joyous experience with every lesson
Iceland

Thank you for these excellent teachings
Bochum, Germany

Most enjoyable messages for our group
Iceland

So exciting to understand what the Bible says finally
Iceland

I shall return frequently
Iceland

Every lesson is thrilling
Iceland

Life of Jesus -- all new to me and yet a powerful person.
Iceland

I am highly recommending the Bible origin series to all my colleagues.
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
Augsburg, Germany

Such invigorating messages for our study group.
Our first venture into the Bible.
Weekly more are coming
Iceland

Every message is unique and thought provoking
Herne, Germany

Thank you for the best Bible lessons ever.
Iceland

Thank you - all excellent bible lessons
Iceland

Magnificent Bible lessons
Krefeld, Germany

Very exhilaration bible!
Iceland

June 2015

The letters printed on this page reference the series entitled:
“ The Origin & Transmission of the Bible”
Can’t express my gratitude for the Bible mss (manuscripts) lessons.
Clear, winsome presentation with Gospel messages throughout.
Rethem, Germany

The excellent bible manuscript lessons were my first real exposure to the bible.
That led me to the current series on Acts.
This has truly been invigorating.

I have learned so much.

Bonn, Germany

Highly recommending the Bible origin series.
One should print the handouts and follow the excellent PowerPoints.
Paderborn, Germany

The Bible manuscript lessons were so engaging they led me to Jesus
Leipzig, Germany

These beautiful studies are creating more excitement than the chess games!
Iceland

So, our women study meeting twice per week concluded the totality of the history of
the world.
{History of the World – Past, Present, Future}
So informative and pleasant through the difficult times certain to be ahead.
Iceland

I love these so much
How was I living before Jesus?
Iceland

So grateful and thankful for these information.
All new and joyful
Iceland

Your time is so appreciated for providing these Bible lessons for which I have known
nothing.
Very listenable.
Iceland

You've incredible stuff right.
Bolken, Switzerland

Especially insightful. Looking ahead to returning to study.
Iceland

Better and better with every new message
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Superb Renaissance presentations!

{History of the World #s 44 & 46}

Flawless presentation and beautiful PowerPoint
The religious aspect is interesting and fresh.
Rheims, France

Awesome looking site!
Compliments on the work you have put into it!
Los Angeles, California

Particularly revealing, looking ahead to coming back again
Nurnberg, Germany

Really insightful look forwards to coming back.
Barnbach, Austria

Always look frontward to the delight new lesson
Iceland

Truly instructive....looking frontward to coming back.
Wendlingen, Germany

These are the best
Iceland

Au sujet des etudes sur l'art de la Renaissance: tout a fait merveilleux!
French for: Regarding the studies of Renaissance art: totally marvelous!

{History of the World #s 44 & 46}
Rheims, France

Blessed my life more than any other
Iceland

These say to my heart
Iceland

Increasing better with each new!
Iceland

very blesses the soul
Iceland

I loving the adventure stories.
All of pertinence to introduce Jesus

Iceland

I have been remiss in taking time to thank you for the excellent presentation of the Bible origin.
Are there 2 remaining studies?

{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}

Koln, Germany
Response from Johnny Tatum:
Mark, we are so glad you were blessed by the Bible origin series.
Studies 5 and 6 contained a lot of repetition for the purpose of review, and, as
such, did not contain sufficient new information to warrant posting them as
new studies.
Thank you for taking the time to write. May God bless you as you study His
word.

Tremendous studies of Renaissance art!

{History of the World #44 & 46}

The speaker is most certainly a true Renaissance scholar and professor.
His religious background gives interesting perspectives
Lyon, France

Salutations and congratulations for the masterpiece presentation of the Bible origins.
{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}
Excellent tool for evangelism
Dusseldorf, Germany

I had never taken pleaseure from sermons or such.
These talk to me
Iceland

Hallelujah!
The Bible origin lessons

{The Bible – Origin & Transmission}

I've been praying for years for exactly this –
a scholarly winsome presentation of a most difficult and little understood issue.
Your faithful Gospel presentation makes every message a gold mine to evangelize.
Bonn, Germany

Oh thank you.
Jesus has brought life and joyful
Iceland

Best first knowledge of Jesus!

Iceland

Every newest lesson is more excitement
Iceland

Bible lessons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

{The Bible – origin & transmission}

Listened
Hated
Listened anew
Loved it
Saved

Dusseldorf, Germany

Thanks you for the delicious message
Iceland

Is ANY of this supposed to make sense?

Wallace -- Boston, Massachusetts
Johnny's comment:
The way of the wicked is like darkness;
They do not know over what they stumble.

Proverbs 4:19

